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1. Planetary boundaries: regional limits

Identifies high risk areas 
include many ESPA regions, 
notably India, Bangladesh, 
sub-Saharan Africa, China 
and SE Asia 

Prioritizes regional 
contributions to planetary 
boundaries

Local thresholds?

Inter-dependent  control 
variables?

Social controls?

Steffen et al 2015



2. Regional safe and just operating spaces: social foundations and 
biophysical ceilings
Yunnan Province, China – Dali and the lake Erhai catchment

Degraded water quality, upland slope instability, lake eutrophication 
and degraded fishery - seemingly driven by agricultural 
intensification.

How to define safe and just spaces?



Dearing et al 2014  

A Designating an 
environmental ceiling (safe) 
for biophysical variables and 
and a social foundation (just) 
from achievements towards 
social norms

Highlights degraded river and 
lake water quality and need 
to priortize piped drinking 
water 

Designating safe-dangerous states in recent history 
of biophysical variables: limits, envelopes, 
thresholds, variability

A snapshot of current conditions at local-regional scales

Provides for alternative definitions of boundaries based on system properties

Includes social conditions – but no explicit social-ecological interactions

Yunnan Province, China – Dali and the lake Erhai catchment



3. Social-ecological interactions: poverty alleviation and ecosystem services

PA and ES may be control or response 
variables depending on context 

ES may represent aggregated services 
but, more realistically, a sub-set of 
provisioning, regulating, supporting or 
cultural services. 

Need more empirical examples to map 
on to these potential interactions 
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Daw et al 2016; Scheffer et al 2001; Steffen et al 2015; Zhang et al 2015



Losses of regulating 
ES slowing down with 
poverty alleviation? 

Nonlinear PA v ES: GDP v degraded regulating ES Tradeoffs: provisioning v regulating services

Dearing et al 2012; Zhang et al 2016 

Eastern China: interactions and tradeoffs 

How to define limits or boundaries in dynamic interaction terms?  
When is a tradeoff ’acceptable’ or unacceptable?
Define ‘boundaries’ in terms of favoured ‘paths’ that avoid failure?    
If so, how?



Chilika Lagoon, eastern India

Fishery under threat from rapid increase in 
motorised fishing boats, variable salinity levels 
and tidal outlet maintenance/dredging.

What are the decision choices to remain ‘safe’? 

Chilika lagoon, eastern India



Approach prioritizes effects of decisions made now 
on future fish catches and livelihoods 

Through thresholds and feedback mechanisms, 
model can drive the system to collapse

Allows determination of a core of decisions with high 
probability of remaining within safe and just spaces

A fully coupled systems dynamic model shows 1000 
trajectories for the long term outcome (2050-60) of 
decisions made in 2015 with respect to maximum 
sustainable fish catch under three sets of governance 
scenarios.  

4. Simulating future safe and just operating spaces: Chilika lagoon, India

Cooper 2017

Business-as usual

Fishing bans

Fishing bans and regulate motorboats



5. Key points

Setting limits and defining safe and just spaces for complex social-ecological systems are powerful and potentially 
durable concepts. Most progress with setting biophysical limits. 

But they necessitate theorizing, observing, analysing and simulating social-ecological system dynamics which are 
inevitably challenging to address. 

Understanding social-ecological interactions often requires a dynamic perspective gained from information recorded 
over time. 

Setting social-ecological limits and boundaries may be aided by stronger linking of theory and data, particularly  

Need c}alibration of trends against scientific and social criteria to define the acceptability of tradeoffs.

Setting safe operating spaces for the future requires models that capture thresholds and feedback mechanisms

“Sustainability prioritizes outcomes; resilience prioritizes process” (Redman 2014 p. 3). Stronger engagement with 
resilience principles may require emphasis on open-ended, emergent perspectives rather than goal or path-
orientated approaches.  
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